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"WHAT THE NATIONAL GALLERY CANNOT AFFORD"
In his recent talk at the City Art Gallery on the Dulwich pictures now in

Leeds, Sir Gerald Kelly spoke of the imminent departure of these masterpieces
to their rightful home. His amusing and entertaining address was interspersed
with serious references to the need for the maintenance of a high standard of
works of art in provincial galleries. He was very conscious of the loss which
Leeds would suffer in parting with over one hundred masterpieces after being
able to show them continuously for six years. We had our own collection, but
in it nothing comparable with some of the great paintings from Dulwich. He
indicated that our standard would sink to its former comparative mediocrity
and that the only way to improve it was to concentrate our resources on fewer
acquisitions and better pictures. With an optimistic flourish he suggested
that we should accumulate our funds until we could "buy pictures which the
National Gallery couldn't afford."
On the grounds that there may be an element of truth in the wildest state-

ment, one's thoughts turn from Sir Gerald's ambitious advice to the more
sober, but none-the-less interesting, report of the Waverley committee on the
Export ofWorks of Art, published a few months ago. Here we find what may
be an echo of the statement which, having been reflexed by the hard factual
surface of a Treasury report, assumes greater reality and logical possibility than
might have been intended by the P.R.A.
What the National Gallery can't afford is not only to be assessed in terms of

money. It becomes obvious in this report that the requirements of the National
Gallery are restricted to comparatively few pictures remaining in this country
which would be considered worthy additions to our vast and valuable national
collection.
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ARBELLA STUART
Oil on canvas 80" X 50"

BOUGHT) CORPORATION FUND) 1952

ENGLISH C. 1610
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But whilst provincial galleries are almost devoid of important masterpieces,
and would be only too anxious to secure what the National Gallery might
consider second or third rate, the present system of control over the export of
works of art allows no consideration of their requirements at all.
The retrospective survey made in the report shows a very depressing picture

of the exodus of great masterpieces from this country. When we read that
since 1913 no less than fifty-two Rembrandts, fifteen Velasquezs, sixty-eight
Rubens, as well as paintings by Correggio, Giotto, Duccio, Van Eyck,
Giorgione, Titian and Raphael, have left the country we might well reflect
that no municipal gallery in the north of England possesses a painting by any
one of these artists. It is true that in the national collections they are happily
well represented. But the national collections are in London, and still inacces-
sible to most students and other people in the north.
It is gratifying to note that the report has not ignored these facts, and does

indeed recommend that consideration should be given to the requirements of
local art galleries when export licences are applied for. It also recommends
an increase in grants from H.M. Treasury for assisting provincial galleries with
purchases, and lifting the onerous restriction which now confines these grants
to works of art other than paintings.
The implementation of these and other recommendations in the Waverley

report would be of inestimable value to major regional galleries because both
financial and moral support might be forthcoming from national sources if
even the restricted purchase grant were to be accumulated for the purpose of
acquiring a treasure of national importance.
In a great city like Leeds there should be at least one or two great master-

pieces of which the city might be justly proud and which would enhance the
prestige of its art gallery. But it is not for this reason alone that we want great
paintings. What is all-important is that the aesthetic standard of the majority
of our visitors is set by what is best in our collection. If we remain content
with mediocrity we shall fail in our educational duty. One masterpiece by
Rembrandt or Titian or Velasquez, or even a fine Rubens or a Gainsborough,
would establish that standard. By artists of this calibre we are told only
forty-four pictures remain in the country worthy of inclusion in our national
gallery. Is it too much to hope that if we accumulate our funds, the national
gallery may even waive its claim to allow of one of them being added to our
collection) If so then it might be possible that we could acquire one or two of
the many hundreds of other fine paintings which would greatly enhance our
collection and which, because of an implied unworthiness, the National
Gallery could not afford.
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THE STUDIO SIR WILLIAM ORPEN 1878—1931
Oil on canvas 38" x 31$"

GIVEN BY ALFRED JOWETT> ESQ.
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Some Recent Acquisitions

PAINTINGS, DRAWINGS AND PRINTS

By devoting the last two issues of the Calendar to special features —the
Agnes Lupton bequest and the Leeds Art Collections Fund members exhibi-
tion—a number of acquisitions made during the last few months have not yet
received notice. To remedy this omission, the present issue is largely devoted
to gifts, purchases and loans made during the last six months, excluding those
already published.
Among the paintings added to the permanent collection is one outstandingly

important purchase in the Portrait of Arbella Stuart. This lovely example of
early seventeenth century portraiture came from the collection of Lord
Brockett. It will be a valuable addition to the collection at Temple Newsam
House, not only because of an interesting historical relationship, but more
particularly on account of its intrinsic beauty as a painting. For a very long
time it has been known as a portrait of the ill-fated Arbella, but the validity
of the attribution has aroused some doubts, chiefly because of comparison with
other portraits which are reputed to be of Arbella. But there is not enough
evidence to disprove the attribution. What is certain is that the painting is of
a lady of noble rank, of great wealth, and without doubt contemporary. It
can be fairly accurately dated by the lavishly decorated and jewelled costume,
and more particularly by the ruff which comes over the back of the head to
form a cap. Apparently this type of ruff was short-lived, and was fashionable
sometime between 1610 and 1615.
Arbella was the daughter of Charles Stuart, brother of Lord Darnley who

was born at Temple Newsam. As a possible claimant to the throne she was
always held in suspicion by James I but with her marriage to Henry Seymour,
who was a descendant of Henry VII, the claim of any child of this marriage
might well have been upheld. James separated the lovers, banished Seymour
and kept Arbella a prisoner in the Palace where she died in 1615.
The acquisition of this painting, whether ultimately proved to be Arbella

or not, gives to Temple Newsam its only important portrait of this most
interesting period of its history.
Among the more recent pictures are two portraits of Dorothy Una Ratcliffe

(Mrs. McGrigor Phillips). The first is a large painting by Ambrose McEvoy
(1878—1927); and the second a pastel by Jacob Kramer. The pastel is a
particularly sensitive and delicate work and a fine piece of characterization.
Another portrait by Kramer, bought recently, is an ink and brush drawing

of Bert May, brother of Phil May. This makes an interesting link with the
great caricaturist who was born in Leeds in 1864.
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THREE ROCKS WILHELMINA BARNS-GRAHAM
Oil on canvas 24" x 42"

BOUGHT) LEEDS ART COLLECTIONS FUND~ 1952

et

STREET SCENE JQHN CQLLETT 1725-1780
Pen and Wash 12" X 17$"

BOUGHT> CORPORATION FUND, 1952



The Leeds Art Collections Fund has bought a painting Three Rocks by
Wilhelmina Barns-Graham. It was shown in the summer exhibition of the
Penwith Society of Artists at St. Ives. Although it might be described as a
semi-abstract composition it does depict, in a most convincing manner, the
strange combination of mystery, antiquity and natural grandeur which is
characteristic of the Penwith peninsular.
A watercolour drawing by John Collet (1725—1780) fills yet another gap in

our now extensive and comprehensive collection of English drawings. Collet
is a little-known artist who worked in the manner ofHogarth caricaturing and
satirizing but without the master's accomplishment and finesse. This Street
Scene is not only characteristic of his work but an interesting period piece.
The Leeds collection already contains one or two excellent examples of the

work of Sir William Orpen (1878—1931). The Red Scarf, The Spanish Girl, and
Iottie ofParadise Walk, must rank as some of his finest paintings. To this group
is now added The Studio, a very fine example of his more "impressionist"
style, given by Mr. Alfred Jowett. The treatment of sunlight streaming.
through the window is handled with remarkable freshness and dexterity.
The work of John Miers (1757—1821) the Leeds profilist, has already been

the subject of an article in an earlier Calendar. Although his delightful little
silhouettes are numerous in this district, they have not come our way. Until
recently we had only one example. Now a collection of eleven, most of which
are named, have been bought from the Corporation Fund.
The engravings of the late Joseph Hecht, who was born in 1891, are perhaps

better known in France than in England, though he is well represented in the
Victoria &. Albert and British Museums. He is best known for his line
engravings of animals and birds, most important of which is the series in two
volumes under the title l'Arche de Roe. Two of his engravings —Panther and
Buffalo—have now been bought for the permanent collection.

FURNITURE
A few interesting pieces of furniture have been added to the collection at

Temple Newsam, but examples which are ideally suited to the house and at
the same time of the high standard of quality which has been already
established become more difficult to find. Only with the break-up of some
private collection do such opportunities occur. The collection of Mr. Alfred
Jowett has long been known to people in the north of England as a source
from which many choice pieces have been drawn for numerous exhibitions.
The collection has also been the subject of numerous articles in collector'
magazines. Many of the best pieces from the collection have now been sold
and happily one or two of them have been acquired for Leeds.
The mahogany armchair here illustrated is a choice example of a style

usually associated with Chippendale, dating from c. 1755—65. It is an elegant
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ARMGHAIR WITH BEAUVAIS TAPESTRY
BOUGHT FROM CORPORATION FUND

ENGLIsH c. 1750—60



and amply-proportioned piece with crisply-carved decoration on the legs, rails
and arm supports. The seat, back and arm-rests are covered with Beauvais
tapestry which retains most of its original brilliance of colour. Also from
Mr. Jowett's collection was bought a small walnut cabinet, the upper portion
with two doors enclosing eight drawers and the ovolo member of the frieze
forms the front of a long drawer. Pieces such as this were popular in the
reigns ofWilliam III and Anne and are usually dated 1690—1710.
A third item of considerable interest from this collection is the walnut toilet

mirror with gilded decoration which also belongs to the same period. It is an
elegant and elaborately designed piece with a fitted trinket drawer in the
base. This was bought and presented by Lady Martin.
From the same donor came the mahogany wine sideboard of the Regency

period (page 10). This unusual piece has the appearance, when closed, of
being an ordinary sideboard, but the opening top (as shown in the illustration)
reveals a metal water container in the shape of an urn, a metal bowl, sliding
trays and folding shelves, and was used for washing wine glasses. Characteristic
of the period is the metal inlay and the gilt brass masks and feet on the corners.
This early nineteenth century piece was formerly in the collection of the late
Charles Roberts.
The four-chair-back-settee, also illustrated here, is a gift from Sir Adrian

Boult. It is an unusual piece of the second half of the eighteenth century.
Though it has distinct English characteristics, it may not have been made in
this country. It is a mixture of mahogany and walnut and has obviously been
made by someone strongly influenced by the designs of Chippendale.

CERAMICS ETC.
We have added to our collection of contemporary pottery three pots by

Bernard Leach, two of which were in his recent exhibition in London. An
example of modern Leeds pottery has been bought from the maker, Mr. J.T.
Morton of Filey who continues to make fine creamware in the traditional
Leeds manner. A pair of large famille verte vases of the Chien Lung period
which have been acquired recently are now on exhibition in the Terrace room
at Temple Newsam.
To our still modest collection of English silver has been added a pair of

entree dishes with half-fluted covers and gadroon mounts by Paul Storr, 1812.
These are the gift of Mr. D. D. Schofield.
Another gift of importance is some eighteenth century Chinese painted

wallpaper from Mrs. Ernest Thesiger. With this we hope to decorate a room
at Temple Newsam.
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WINE SIDEBOARD, MAHOGANY ENGLIsH 1820—1830
GIVEN BY LADY MARTIN

ii
r

SETTEE, MAHOGANY AND WALNUT
GIVEN BY SIR ADRIAN BOULT

1760-1770
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LOANS
One of the more important long-period loans of recent months is that of a

number of pictures from Knedlington Manor, lent by Lady Diana Pelham.
Most of these are portraits of members of the Lane-Fox family. There is

a charming portrait of Lady Amelia D'arcy, Baroness Conyers by Francois Hubert
Drouais (1727—1775). As a pupil of Carl van Loo, Natoire and Boucher,
Drouais was steeped in the tradition of French Court portraiture and in this
painting has given us one of those delightful confections which are so character-
istic of aristocratic France under Louis XV. An excellent example of the work
of George Knapton (1698—1778) is the portrait of Robert D'arcy, 4th Earl of
Holderness and 8th Lord Conyers.

An item of greater historic than artistic interest is a little pencil and wash
drawing of Charles james Fox as a Boy by Thomas Gainsborough, R.A. It is

signed and dated 1763, twenty years before Fox became leader of the
government under the Duke of Portland.
Under the scheme now operating for loans from the national collections,

we have already had pictures from the National Gallery and more recently we
have received nine paintings from the Tate Gallery. These have been chosen
to fill gaps in our own collection, and we are glad to have an opportunity of
showing a fine portrait by Augustus John 7he Orange jacket. We have no
portrait by John in our collection and this one, which we hope to keep for
some time, represents John at his best.
There are two portraits by Cornelius Johnson (1593—1664). Apolonius Veth

and his wife Cornelia Meloen. Cornelius Johnson (Jansenns or Ceulen) worked
in England between 1618 and 1643.
Among the other paintings from the Tate are two by Dante Gabriel Rossetti,

a William Frith Uncle 7oby and the Widow Wadman and a Spaniel frightening Ducks

by James Ward.
From Mr. Ambler of Hoyle Court we have received on long-term loan a

number of pieces of eighteenth century furniture including a George I walnut
settee, some chairs in the Gothic manner which could be by Ince &, Mayhew,
a fine semi-circular sideboard in the Sheraton style, and a pair of urn-shaped
satinwood knife boxes with silver mounts of about 1790.
Among the pictures are a number of Dutch and Flemish flowerpieces and

other seventeenth and eighteenth century paintings.
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ARTS CA

LEEDS CITY ART GALLERY
OPEN DAILY 10-30 to 6-30; SUNDAYS 2-30 to 5-0

MARCH 14 to
APRIL 4 EARLY ENGLISH LANDSCAPES

A collection of seventy 18th and early 19th century landscape
paintings from the collection of Colonel Grant, circulated by the
Arts Council.

MARCH 28 to
APRIL 26 LILIAN LUNN COSTUME MINIATURES

A collection of miniature costume figures of all periods from
c.1250 to 1952 including many famous historical characters.

Central Court Exhibitions

FEBRUARY 23
to

MARCH 2
PAINTERS'ND

DECORATORS'XHIBITION

MARCH 14 to
MARCH 28 ROAD SAFETY EXHIBITION

TEMPLE NEWSAM HOUSE
OPEN DAILY, INCLUDING SUNDAYS, 11-30 to Dusk

MARCH 28 to
MAY 2 ACQUISITIONS OF THE YEAR

An exhibition of the objects acquired for the city collections during
the year ended 31st March, 1953.

FUTURE EVENTS IN PREPARATION
OCTOBER 7
and 9

Chamber concerts in connection with the Leeds Triennial Musical
Festival.

An exhibition of "Sculpture in the Home" at Temple Newsam.
An exhibition of watercolours from the collection of H. L.
Brad fer-Laurence.
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LENDAR

SOME YORKSHIRE EXHIBITIONS

York, Art Gallery

Sheffield, Graves Gallery

Brighouse, Art Gallery

Sheffield, Graves Gallery

Hull, Ferens Gallery

Sheffield, Graves Gallery

Hull, Ferens Gallery

Huddersfield, Art Gallery

Huddersfield, Art Gallery

Wakefield, Art Gallery

Doncaster, Art Gallery

Hull, Ferens Gallery

Harrogate, Art Gallery

Brighouse, Art Gallery

Rotherham, Art Gallery

Rotherham, Art Gallery

Rotherham, Art Gallery

Drawings by Josef Herman

Group of Howard Bliss Pictures

Designs for Opera and Ballet at Covent Garden

Modern Pictures from Major E. O. Kay's Collection

East Riding Artists Annual Exhibition

MARCH

March

March

to Mar. 7

to Mar. 12

to Mar. 29

Modern British Stage Designs (V. & A.) Mar. I to Mar. 25

Islamic Art (V. & A.) Mar. 3 to May 9
L.& Duke Collection of Watercolours and Drawings Mar. 7 to April 4

Huddersfield Philatelic Society Mar. 7 to Mar. 21
"Personal Choice" Exhibition Mar. 7 to April 5

Doncaster Camera Club—Annual Exhibition Mar. 12 to April 5

Drawings for Pictures (Arts Council) Mar. 14 to April 4

Harrogate Photographic Society Mar. 14 to April 12

Thirty English Colour Prints Mar. 23 to April 4

English and Irish Glass (V. & A.) March and April

Chinese Porcelain (V. & A.) March and April

English Cutlery (V. & A.) March and April

Keighley, Art Gallery

Hull, Ferens Gallery

Brighouse, Art Gallery

Doncaster, Art Gallery

Wakefield, Art Gallery

Huddersfield, Art Gallery

Harrogate, Art Gallery

Hull, Ferens Gallery

Brighouse, Art Gallery

Rotherham, Art Gallery

Institute of British,P$ 9tography

Drawings by Josef Herman

APRIL
April 4 to April 26

April 4 to April 26

Development of French Painting April 6 to April 18

English Watercolours and Drawings April 11 to May 24

New Acquisitions April 11 to May 2

Dutch and Flemish Paintings April 18 to May 16

Herbert Powell Collection April 18 to May 17

New English Art Club April 18 to May 16

Brighouse Art Circle Exhibition April 25 to May 23

Original Colour Lithographs April and May
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AMELIA, NINTH BARONESS CONYERS
FRANCOIS HUBERT DROUAIS 1727—1775

Oil on canvas 30" >< 25$"
LENT BY LADY DIANA PELHAM
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Thomas I'rye and the Bow Factory

JOAN GREAVES

Although Temple Newsam is not rich in English porcelain it has some
distinctive Bow pieces either on loan or in the permanent collection.
Very little information is available to build a complete history of this factory

and we mostly rely for documentary evidence upon the memoranda of John
Bowcocke, clerk to the factory, and various writings of Thomas Craft, an
employee. Thomas Frye, an Irishman, born near Dublin in 1710, seems to
have been of a versatile and inventive nature, for into fifty-two years of life he
crammed several careers filled with experiment. He studied art and came to
London about 1738 where he became a portrait painter of some note. Among
his paintings is a portrait of Frederick, Prince ofWales, which he was engaged
to paint for the Saddlers'ompany. Another portrait by his hand of Jeremy
Bentham at the age of thirteen now hangs in the National Portrait Gallery.
He was also a miniaturist but it is as engraver that he became best known.
In her travels across Europe, Lady Charlotte Schreiber searched diligently for
his works. In 1873, having found in Brussels one of Queen Charlotte, she
writes of the printseller in her journal: "...Oh Joy! he produced seven other
Fryes, most brilliant impressions... and we were only too charmed to get
them at a cost of g4 and we walked away with them in high glee."
Why he should have ventured into porcelain is still conjectural. It should

be remembered, however, that the recipe for a true porcelain body had so far
not been discovered in this country and the early experimenters worked
increasingly hard to find it. Frye, with his artistic propensity and flair for
experiment probably found the idea irresistible. In 1744 he took out a patent
for a porcelain body in the name of himself and Edward Heylyn, a glass
manufacturer in the neighbourhood ofBow. No certain evidence exists ofwhat
these two produced, but it cannot have been a successful partnership for in
1749 Frye took out another patent in his own name. It is not necessary to
quote this curious document in full but it will suffice to mention that one of
the ingredients was calcined bones.
In 1750 Frye opened his own factory at Stratford-le-Bow, on the Essex side of

the River Lea. It is reputed to have been an exact copy of a Chinese factory
and he christened it "New Canton," aiming one supposes at rivalling the
Chinese. In this venture he was supported financially by two London
merchants, John Weatherby and Robert Crowther, "whose names were known
almost the world over," according to Thomas Craft. Frye employed his two
daughters in the factory and instructed them in the art of decorating porcelain.
We know that Sarah eventually married one of her father's employees, a
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Pl. 1 SAUCE TUREENS height 3" Bow c. 1755

painter named Ralph Wilcox. It may be that Frye did not approve of this
marriage for the pair later left Bow and went to work for Dr. Wall at Worcester.
Of Catherine's future nothing precise is known, although Chaffers has stated
that she too married indiscreetly.
At the height of its production the factory employed some 300 hands.

According to Craft, these were made up of about 90 painters and about
200 turners, throwers etc. In the first year sales totalled /10,000 and in the
year 1754—55 this increased to /18,000. Sales were at first held at a warehouse
in Cornhill and for a short period there was a West End Sale Room in St.
James's Street.

While Chelsea aimed at supplying the "well-to-do," Bow catered chiefly for
the middle classes. A high proportion of table-ware was made, especially
dinner services. This is not to say that their domestic pieces were in any way
unimaginative as may be seen by the superb little pair of duck tureens in the
permanent collection (plate 1) and the teapot and sauceboat which are on
loan. Tureens moulded in the form of birds and animals were popular at most
of the factories. The modellers and painters paid great attention to natural
details and this little mallard duck and drake are lifelike in attitude and
colouring. It was, perhaps, for some such purpose that Bowcocke jotted down
in his notebook with seeming determination: "To buy a partridge either alive
or dead." It is also an interesting reflection on rural Stratford of the eighteenth
century. One could hardly expect to find a partridge with a single breath in it
there to-day. Inspiration for the decoration was frequently drawn from
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Pl. 2 AUTUMN
height 5"

P.ow c. 1758 P1. 3 CHARITY
height 10'"

Bow 1750-55



Chinese designs but executed in a charmingly individual style. The teapot
and sauceboat decorated in brilliant enamel in imitation of a Chinese pattern,
known as "the jumping boy," are first class examples.
In the modelling and variety of figures the workers of Bow excelled. In

those days it was the fashion to use these figures as table decorations.
Frequently they were made in sets symbolic of the seasons, the elements or the
continents and so on. There is a small figure of Autumn in the permanent
collection (plate 2) . Only 5 inches high, he is seated beside a cornucopia
from which he has taken a bunch of grapes. He is doubtless one of the Grape
Cutting Boys at is. referred to by Bowcocke. When this and similar prices
are related to the yearly sales figures already given it is possible to
visualize the enormous number of pieces which must have been produced and
sold within a year. Although it is rarely possible to attribute these Bow figures
to any particular modeller, some bear such similar characteristics that they are
assumed to be the work of the same hand. To one such class belongs the fine
early group of Charity circa 1750—55 (plate 3). The distinctive facial
characteristics of the woman are to be seen on other models of the same period.
A similar group is in the Schreiber Collection. To a slightly later date belong
the pair known here for so long as Zhe Shepherd and Shepherdess though they
would be more correctly styled 7he JVew Dancers. On a four footed base or
"plint" as Bowcocke sometimes describes it, these lively figures, brilliantly
decorated and vigorously modelled, represent one of Bow's best efforts of
the time.
As in most other factories many of the earlier pieces were decorated in

underglaze blue in imitation of the Chinese porcelain of the K'ang-Hsi dynasty
which was being exported to this country in vast quantities. Bow is here
represented by only one piece of blue and white china, an exceptionally
charming two tier dish in shell form. The base is formed of three conjoined
moulded shells. From the centre rises a pillar encrusted with small shells and
seaweed surmounted by another moulded shell. It may have been a pickle
stand, sweetmeat dish or salt cellar. No matter what its original intention,
this fanciful piece must have added considerably to the decoration of the
owner's table. Here again the natural forms show a delicate exactness of life.
Part of the charm of this piece lies in the softness of the paste and glaze which
is particularly pleasing.
In 1759 Frye,who was then an ailing man, resigned his position as manager

of the factory. Suffering from consumption, the disease which claimed so many
victims in that era, he spent a short time in Wales, which only partly restored
his health and he died in 1762. After he left, the factory continued under
Weatherby and Crowther but it suffered from a series of disasters. Weatherby
died in the same year as Frye and the following year Crowther was declared
bankrupt. He appears to have remained in control of the factory for it
continued production to some extent. It seems, however, that once Frye's
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inspiration and creative ability were removed, it could no longer maintain its
standard. The output during the latter years showed a deplorable decline in
quality, the pieces often being crudely modelled, unoriginal and totally devoid
of life. It was probably fortunate for Frye that he did not linger to see the sad
falling away from his own artistic craftsmanship. As it is, his name recalls
some of the loveliest china made in this country during the early years and he
goes down in ceramic history as the first Englishman to introduce bone ash
into porcelain.

LEEDS ART COLLECTIONS FUND

This is an appeal to all who are interested in the Arts.
The Leeds Art Collections Fund is the source of regular
funds for buying works of art for the Leeds collection.
We want more subscribing members to give one and a
half guineas or upwards each year.

Why not identify yourself with the Art Gallery and
Temple Newsam; receive your Arts Calendar free each
quarter; and receive invitations to all functions and
private views by sending a cheque now to the

HON. TREAS. EDMUND ARNOLD ESQ. BUTTERLEY STREET 'EEDS
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OLD ENGLISH FURNITLIRE and CHINESE PORCELAIN

One of a pair of Fine Carved Chippendale Mahogany Armchairs

W. WADDINGHAM
IO ROYAL PARADE HARROGATE

TeIephone HARROG ATE 5797
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FOUNDED 1770 TeIephone GERRARD 3813

G. GARBE
t t D'ARBLAY STREET LONDON W.3

Restorers to the Leading 73iuseums

BRONZES CERAMICS ENAMELS

IVORIES ~ JADES MARBLES
TORTOISESHELL MOTHER-OF-PEARL

SNUFFS ORMOLU BUHL

OBJETS D'RT ~ FLIRNITURF., ETC.

MEISSEN e. 1725

For over I Soyears Re have undertaken Restorations and preservations of the Antique and Fine Art

SHOWCASES and

DISPLAY EQUIPMENT
of good design and construction

MUSEUM FITTERS

CONSTITUTION HILL BIRMINGHAM 19
ESTABLISHED I 870
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CHARLES LUMB & SONS
LTD

FINEST
18th CENTURY ENGLISH

FURNITURE

WORKS OF ART

TelePhone 3776
34 MONTPELI.IER PARADE HARROGATE

MILDEN STEIN
PA1NTINGS 'CULPTURE 'URNITURE

hy the Finest Masters
for Collectors and Connoisseurs

NEW YORK
I 9 EAST 64TH STREET

LONDON
I4y NEW BOND STREET W I

TelePhone MAYFAIR 0602

PARIS

g7 RUE LA BOETIE
BUENOS AIRES

FLORIDA 9 I 4
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Distinguished

Otd & Modern Paintings

ROLAND, BROWSE & DELBANCO
19 CORK STREET OLD BOND STREET

LONDON W.1

Telephones
MAYFAIR
0834/5

BY APPOINTMENT
TO QUEEN MARY

Tel eg r a ms

FRAPARTRI
LONDON

FRANK PARTRI DGE
8c SONS LTD

eu(erd in LOorkb o) cArt—

]44- 6 NEW BOND STREET

LONDON W.1
6 WEST 56TH STREET

NEW YORK
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PICKARD OF LEEDS LTD.
OFFICIAL PHOTOGRAPHERS TO
LEEDS CITY ART GALLERY

Specialists in photographic reproduction of morlrs of art

9a KIRKGATE,
LEEDS 1. Telephone:- 24803

B.MATTHEWS ( Photo Prtnters ) LTD,
Photographic Bulk Printers to the leading
British and Foreign Art Galleries and Museums

Samples and prices on application

|w-1<0 Idle Road,
BRADFORD. Telephone:- 37345

MATTHIESEN GALLERY

OLD
MASTERS

FRENCH
IMP RESSION ISTS

WORKS by GWEN JOHN

I%2, NEW BOND STREET LONDON W. I



ARTHUR TOOTH 8c SONS
ESTABLISHED 1842

31 BRUTON STREET
LONDON

W.1

Telephone: MAYFAIR 2920

K

N

Specialists

.Old Masters

The French
Impressionists

Contemporary
British and
French
Paintings

II
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H. BLAIRMAN R SONS LTD.
Establtshed 1884

23 GRAI'TON STREET
LONDON W.1

and

12 MONTPELLKR PARADE
HARRO GATE

FINE ENGLISH FURNITURE end O'ORES OF ART


